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Rogue Readers,
Welcome to the 9th Rogue Submarine Newsletter! I appreciate your interest in the stories I
write for you, and I hope to keep you entertained for many years.
In this (short) volume:
1.
2.
3.

Audio books update
Rogue Justice
Rogue Kingdom

1. Audio Books Update
Since Paul Christy had just finished his narration of Rogue Enforcer in the last newsletter, we’re
only about half way through Rogue Fortress. Stay tuned as we keep rolling out the series.

2. Rogue Justice
Book #10, Rogue Justice, is in pre-production, which means it’s awaiting those final non-writing
nitpicky things I won’t bore you with.
The premise is that the Renard Gang picks one side of an Israeli civil war/conflict. The dolphins
are involved, and there’s even a love story. Staying true to my commitment to pace, I had the
love story move the plot forward, as opposed to slowing things down, which none of us would
tolerate. Also, in retrospect, Rogue Justice created a spirited competition and bonding among
the ship’s commanders.
As with the prior book, I intend to launch Rogue Justice with a promo Kindle price of $0.99
while asking you all to write reviews. The “verified purchase” reviews are necessary for
attracting new readers and keeping us “low, low, low-end midlist” writers fed. The promo price
worked well giving Rogue Invader a solid launch, and I will repeat it with Rogue Justice.

3. Rogue Kingdom
I decided to add a flair of mystery to Rogue Kingdom. While keeping the pace and the action
you expect, I’m hiding the identity and mission of the bad guys until the end and while revealing
clues as the story unfolds. If it doesn’t work out while drafting the story, I’ll scrap the mystery
idea, but I’m through the third chapter and liking it.
That’s enough for one newsletter. Thank you for reading!
John

